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ARSENIC WASTE DISPOSAL SCENARIOS

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Operation of the Giant Mine generated a significant volume of arsenic contaminated waste which requires
disposal on site, as part of the Giant Mine Remediation closure work. Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder), AECOM
and Newmans Geotechnique (Newmans) have been working to progress arsenic waste disposal concepts for
storage in the underground Chamber 15 and the B1 open pit, Figure 1. Progress made on these designs and
options for storing all of the currently identified waste were discussed during a meeting between Public Services
and Procurement Canada (PSPC), Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC), Golder, AECOM and
Newmans on 1 February 2018 and the discussion topics were summarized in Golder’s 19 February 2018
memorandum. At that time Chamber 15 was considered to be the most desirable location for waste storage.
However, current estimates of the storage capacity of the chamber suggest that it may not be able to fit all of the
identified waste. As a result PSPC requested a summary of Golder’s understanding of the current options for
disposal of arsenic contaminated waste at the Giant Mine Remediation Project.
This memorandum briefly summarizes the previously discussed storage locations, presents the key logistical
considerations for each location and finally presents six waste storage options which are expected to
accommodate all identified waste.

2.0
2.1
2.1.1

BACKGROUND
Locations for Material Storage
B1 Pit

The B1 Pit has been identified for its potential to store a relatively large volume of arsenic contaminated waste
and has the advantage of being located close to existing arsenic stopes and chambers where thermosyphons will
be installed and parts of the pit will be frozen as a result regardless of its end use.
Although the pit volume is approximately 380,000 m3 (when filled up to the 165m elevation), a depth of
approximately 15 m of cap material was required to maintain the freeze criteria for the contaminated zone. As a
consequence, the pit can only be filled to the 150 m elevation which results in approximately 92,000 m3 of space
available for arsenic waste storage.
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The approximately 92,000 m3 of available volume in the pit is large enough to accommodate all the containerized
arsenic waste, including the containers and, approximately 52,000 m3 of arsenic contaminated soil. If less material
is stored in the pit, it could be benched against clean fill to reduce the overall footprint. If the majority of the
available volume is backfilled it will require the arsenic waste to be deposited in a wide, flat configuration which
will require a grid of thermosyphons instead of the conventional curtain setup required for arsenic stopes and
chambers. The grid configuration of thermosyphons is significantly more expensive than the curtain design. Only
the storage capacity and freezing feasibility of the B1 pit have been studied at this point. Logistics associated with
actual backfilling have not been reviewed in detail at this point.

2.1.2

Chamber 15

Chamber 15 was excavated for arsenic trioxide dust storage but was never filled due to inflow of surface water in
the south end of the chamber. Based on a 2017 Cavity Monitoring System scan, the chamber is estimated to have
an available volume of 19,800 m3. Chamber 15 is in close proximity to two other arsenic chamber which will be
frozen as part of the mine closure activities. Advance design work suggests that Chamber 15 could be frozen with
the addition of approximately 30-40 thermosyphons from what will be installed for the other two chambers
(Newmans, 2017).
Golder conducted an options assessment for storing arsenic waste in Chamber 15 (Golder, 2017) and updated
the assessment in January of 2018 based on additional design work conducted towards progressing the concept
of drifts and raises for waste delivery into the chamber (Golder, 2018). A substantive cost estimate has been
produced for arsenic waste disposal into Chamber 15 and an indicative level 2 cost estimate is available for the
additional freeze infrastructure.

2.1.3

Arsenic Stopes and Chambers

Although it is likely that the arsenic stopes and chambers were previously completely backfilled with arsenic
trioxide dust, 2018 CMS data show significant voids in many of the chambers, possibly as a result of consolidation
of the dust over time. These voids may require backfilling with cement tailings paste for long term stability but may
also present an opportunity for arsenic waste storage and/or arsenic contaminated soil storage. All arsenic stopes
and chambers will be frozen as part of the existing freeze plan so using them for storing arsenic waste will not
require additional freezing cost or effort. Some of the stopes already have raises into their crown which could
potentially be used for waste deposition; however, their status including the presence of bulkheads is not known
at this time.
The viability of depositing arsenic waste into previously backfilled arsenic stopes and chambers has not been
studied in detail at this point. It is assumed that the stopes and chambers will require surface access infrastructure
for installation of thermosiphons which could also be used as a platform for excavating arsenic waste raises. The
relative depth as well as available volume of each chamber or raise will factor into its viability for arsenic waste
storage. Stopes and Chambers not used for arsenic waste could likely still be backfilled with a paste material
made from the contaminated residue left over from soil washing.
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Arsenic Drifts and Drifts Within the Freeze Curtain

Arsenic contaminated drifts, which have been isolated behind bulkheads, have not generally been investigated
and the status of the available void space is not known. It is possible that some of them are partially backfilled
with collapsed material or escaped arsenic dust. Utilization of these drifts would require delivery of fairly fluid
material through a borehole. The assumed void space of these drifts located at each of the arsenic remediation
(AR) areas is approximately 18,570 m3.
Alternatively, the freeze envelopes for arsenic stopes and chambers is expected to result in the freezing of drifts
which are relatively uncontaminated. Some of these drifts are accessible while others are in areas where access
will either be difficult or not possible without significant rehabilitation effort or driving new drifts.
The volume of the drifts within the freeze curtain is not well documented as the freeze curtain design has only
been advanced for the AR1 area at this time. Approximately 3,700 m3 of accessible drift will be frozen in the AR1
area and additional volume is expected from the AR2 area. The layout of the AR3 and AR4 areas may not be
conducive to solid waste deposition in areas in front of bulkheads. Each AR area has at least one or more
relatively long drift with a significant storage volume on the order of 1,000 m3 or greater. However, not all of these
drifts will be accessible

2.1.5

Development of New Pit

Due to limited space on site and the large amount of effort required, the concept of a purpose excavated pit has
not been pursued in any detail to date. This option is presented in this assessment largely for completeness.

2.1.6

Development of New Chamber

A purpose excavated chamber would have the advantage of a steep vertical profile and therefore increased ease
of freezing when compared to a new open pit. However, the excavation cost and logistical issues would be
greater, especially with the limited access to underground workings at this time. There is also limited space within
the underground workings to fit a new chamber. This option is presented in this assessment largely for
completeness.

2.1.7

Development of Slot in B2 Pit

As a compromise between a new pit and a new chamber option, the potential to excavate a slot in the B2 Pit was
raised during the 1 February 2018 meeting in Edmonton. A steep slot could be cut in the south end of the pit,
likely running parallel to the trend of Chambers 12 and 15 and then capped with clean fill and abutted to the north
with clean fill. This would offer the advantage of steep waste stacking of a chamber but excavation and access
ease more on par with a new pit. The material could also be stacked manually to achieve better packing efficiency
compared to end dumping down a raise into a conventional underground chamber. This option is conceptual at
this time and no detailed studies have been conducted. Initial volume estimates suggest that approximately
85,000 m3 of material could be stored in a slot, and are assumed to be:



26 m vertical difference between the pit floor and the ground surface elevation



91 m distance from the pit to the transformer pad at the south end of the pit



36 m wide based on geometry of the B2 pit
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Volume of Material

The volume of arsenic contaminated material has been previously documented and discussed, most recently in
the updated options assessment (Golder, 2018). However, since that time and the February 2018 meeting, new
estimates of material in the Mill and TRP buildings has increased from 3,250 m3 to 5,538 m3 which has increased
the non-soil volume of arsenic waste on site from 13,720 m3 to 16,010 m3. The estimate of 52,000 m3 of
contaminated soil has not changed. Table 1 presents an updated summary of the volumes and packaging of
arsenic contaminated material on site and Figure 2 presents the volumes graphically.
Table 1: Volume of Material by Container

Container

Volume
(m3)

1 m3 bags

6,553

2 m3 bags

88

3 m3 bags

1,854

Unpackaged Waste within Intermodal Containers

1,100

Drums, all sizes

727

Piping

150

In Place Ore Process Residuals and Impacted Wastes in Mill and in TRP Thickener

5,538

Sub-Total

16,010

Soil

52,000

Grand Total

68,010
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Relative Volumes of Arsenic Contaminated Mate rial at GMRP
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Figure 2: Relative Volumes of Arsenic Contaminated Material at GMRP

2.2.1

Soil Washing

Soil washing has been discussed at a conceptual level for the Giant project but would benefit from a bench level
study to confirm its local effectiveness. The concept involves excavating the contaminated soil material which is a
mix of sand, gravel, cobbles and fines and washing the fine material out leaving cleaned, granular fill.
Conceptually, the wash water could also be used for cement-paste production but this has not been confirmed.
The arsenic trioxide is expected to remain with the fine material, which would then be used as a constituent in
cement-tailings paste for underground void backfilling.
During the February meeting, soil washing was discussed as being an attractive option as soil washing is
expected to reduce the volume of contaminated soil material by approximately 80%, i.e., the estimated 52,000 m3
of contaminated soil is expected to be reduced to 10,000 m3 of contaminated fine grained material after washing.
This will also yield approximately 42,000 m3 of clean aggregate that could be used for pit backfilling or other site
closure activities. The order of magnitude cost for soil washing is less than $50/m3, which, based on an order of
magnitude cost of $500/m3 for current disposal options, makes it an attractive option to pursue (Golder 2018a).
It should be noted that soil washing is currently conceptual and a proof of concept should be completed before it
is relied upon.
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DISPOSAL LOCATIONS MATRIX

The following matrix presents the current understanding of potential storage volumes, costs, constructability,
health, safety, and environment and other considerations for all the disposal locations discussed in this document.
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Table 2: Arsenic Waste Disposal Options Matrix

Location for Material Storage

Study Level

Potential Storage Volume

Constructability

Health and Safety and Environment

Misc. / Contingency

B1 Pit

Feasibility

92,200 m3

Material handling and placement similar to
large earthworks project

Similar to large earth works project
Limited risk of arsenic contamination if
containers are not unloaded

Available volume would be reduced if a
thicker cap were required for insulation or
isolation purposes.

Chamber 15

Initial Design

12,000 m3*

Raises are straight forward to excavate
Raise platform will be developed for freeze
infrastructure installation

Working around an open hole.
Material handling has been planned to
reduce arsenic dust and will be mitigated
with ventilation and PPE.

Depending on bulking and deposition angle
the Chamber is expected to store between
9,800 m3 and 15,500 m3 of waste.

Arsenic Drifts

Conceptual

All bulkheaded arsenic drifts 18,570 m3
AR1 drifts in front of bulkheads – 3,724 m3

Limited by underground access and drilling
feasibility
Can only place paste behind bulkheads

Potentially working in arsenic contaminated
areas
Working underground
Ground support may require upgrades

Condition of drifts behind bulkheads is
unknown. Volume of drifts within freeze
curtain and in front of bulkheads is only
known for AR 1 until remaining freeze
curtains are finalized.

Arsenic Stopes and Chambers

Conceptual

Total Available: 17,543 m3 (Golder 2018 c)
Total Available corrected**: 8,771 m3
Average Available***: 2,050 m3

Arsenic dust may compress further,
resulting in additional storage
Backfill profiles likely to reduce packing
efficiency for non-flowing waste
Access for dumping uncertain. Some
stopes/chambers may have a viable raise.

Dumping material onto arsenic dust will
require ventilation and PPE at minimum.

Chamber 12 is poorly shaped for backfilling
with a consistent 1.5 m flat profile over the
stope length (1284 m3).
CMS data has required interpretation due
to occlusion from single view point.
Results carry residual uncertainty which
may generally result in over-estimation of
available volume.

New Pit

Conceptual

Purpose built to size required

Location uncertain.
Waste rock storage location unknown.
May not have local expertise for excavation
of this scale

Significant blasting and excavation

New Chamber

Conceptual

Purpose built to size required

Limited by underground access.
Location uncertain.

Significant underground blasting,
excavation and ground support installation

Slot in B2 Pit

Conceptual

Estimate 85,000 m3

Smaller scale than new pit or chamber but
still large scale excavation and blasting.

Risk of rockfall from chamber walls during
material placement.

Notes:
* assuming 1.34 bulking factor, 45 degree deposition angle and 3 drop raises
** 50% correction factor based on projected performance of Chamber 15 and visual assessment of shape of voids
*** not including Chamber 2-12, ND = No Data
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POTENTIAL DISPOSAL SCENARIOS
Scenario 1 - Material Storage in Chamber 15, Arsenic Drifts, Stopes and
Chambers, with Soil Washing

Scenario 1 assumes that the contaminated soil will be washed and can be reduced to approximately 10,000 m3 of
fine grained material that can be used to make a flowable paste similar to cement-tailings paste. The majority of
solid waste, including all bagged waste, unpackaged containerized waste, drums and some of the currently in
place material from the Mill and TRP Thickener will be placed in Chamber 15. The 150 m3 of piping will be stored
in accessible arsenic drifts within the freeze envelope and the remaining Mill and TRP material will be dumped
into Arsenic Stopes and Chambers via new raises. The chambers, stopes and drifts will be backfilled with soil
washing residuals (Figure 3). All material will be stored underground and the B1 Pit will not be required as a
storage location. This scenario is desirable because the waste is contained underground so its boundaries are
well defined without the need for capping material. The scenario presents the smallest total available storage
volume of all scenarios and is therefore the most vulnerable to changes in material packing behaviour. Particularly
because the majority of remaining volume in the arsenic stopes and chambers and, drifts can only be viably
backfilled with flowable material. It is also dependent on effective soil washing. The Chamber 15 disposal cost has
been advanced to an Initial Design level but the rest of the concept is currently at a conceptual level with
Indicative 2 costs. The estimated total cost at an Indicative 2 level is $8,509,000.
Scenario 1
Arsenic Stopes and Chambers

Chamber 15

Arsenic Drifts
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Figure 3: Scenario 1: All Material Stored Underground in Chamber 15 and Arsenic Drifts, Stopes and Chambers, with
Soil Washing
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Scenario 2 - Material Storage in Chamber 15 and B1 Pit with Soil Washing

Scenario 2 assumes soil washing; however, as the majority of the washed material is planned to be placed in the
B1 Pit, the washed soil does not have to be viable as a flowable paste for underground backfilling. The majority of
the solid waste will be stored in Chamber 15 except for approximately half of the Mill and TRP waste as well as
the piping and unpackaged containerized waste which will be placed in the B1 Pit (Figure 4). Depending on the
configuration of the material in the B1 Pit, much of it may fit within the current freeze envelope for the AR3 and
AR4 areas; however, this has not been studied beyond a conceptual level and is dependent on the final freeze
curtain design. This scenario is desirable because the B1 Pit presents a very large potential storage volume which
provides confidence that all material will be effectively stored. The B1 Pit is also relatively easy to backfill
compared to underground locations. However, depending on the volume of material required to store in the B1
Pit, freeze costs may increase significantly. Storing material in the B1 Pit and soil washing have currently been
advanced to the conceptual level only with Indicative 2 cost estimates. The estimated total cost at an Indicative 2
level is $9,553,000.
Scenario 2
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Figure 4: Scenario 2: All Material Stored in Chamber 15 and B1 Pit with Soil Washing
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Scenario 3 - Material Storage in Chamber 15 and B1 Pit, without Soil Washing

Scenario 3 is largely the same as Scenario 2 except that the 52,000 m3 of contaminated soil will not be washed
and will instead be stored in the B1 Pit (Figure 5). This scenario is expected to be more expensive than
Scenario 2 because of the increased cost to adequately freeze the B1 Pit. It has the same advantage of certainty
that all identified material can be stored and frozen and it eliminates the need to double handle soil material for
soil washing. Storing material in the B1 Pit has currently been advanced to the conceptual level only with
Indicative 2 cost estimates. The estimated total cost at an Indicative 2 level is $21,238,000.

Scenario 3
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Figure 5: Scenario 3: All Material Stored in Chamber 15 and B1 Pit, without Soil Washing
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Scenario 4 - Material Storage in Chamber 15, Arsenic Drifts, Stopes and
Chambers and, B1 Pit, without Soil Washing

Scenario 4 is a mix of Scenarios 1 and 3. The contaminated soil will not be washed, but as much waste as
possible will be stored underground including in arsenic stopes, chambers and drifts. The remaining soil will be
stored in the B1 Pit (Figure 6). This scenario combines the advantages of Scenarios 1 and 3 with the maximum
amount of material stored underground, no double handling from soil washing and the B1 Pit as overflow storage
such that there is very little risk on capacity to store all of the material. This scenario includes four storage
locations of which three are only at a conceptual level and therefore carries high uncertainty, particularly with
regards to cost which is at an Indicative 2 level for the B1 Pit. The estimated total cost at an Indicative 2 level is
$20,666,000.
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Figure 6: Scenario 4: Material Stored in Chamber 15, Arsenic Drifts, Stopes and Chambers and, B1 Pit, without Soil
Washing
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Scenario 5 - Material Storage in B1 Pit, without Soil Washing

Scenario 5 involves storing all waste, including building materials and soil in the B1 Pit (Figure 7). It is assumed
that the containerized waste will be unloaded so the shipping containers will not be stored. It has been confirmed
that the B1 Pit can store all the identified waste and be frozen. However, except for the freezing study, the
scenario has not been advanced past a conceptual level. This scenario is desirable because all the waste will be
stored in a single location with the most logistically simple deposition. However, the waste will not be as clearly
demarcated as if it were stored in underground excavations. This scenario is predicted to be one of the most
costly with estimates at the Indicative 2 level. The estimated total cost at an Indicative 2 level is $20,362,000.

Scenario 5

3 m3 bags, 1,854m 3

2 m3 bags, 88m 3 ,

Unpackaged Waste
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/
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• 1 m3 bags
• 2 m3 bags
• 3 m3 bags
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■
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■
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Figure 7: Scenario 5 - All Material Stored in B1 Pit, without Soil Washing
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Scenario 6 – Material Storage in B2 Pit Slot, with Soil Washing

Scenario 6 is similar to Scenario 3 in that all the majority of solid waste will be stored in Chamber 15, with the
remaining waste and soil stored on surface (Figure 8). Instead of placing the Chamber 15 overflow material and
soil in the B1 Pit, a slot would be cut in the B2 Pit, adjacent to Chamber 15. This is the least well developed
storage scenario and is a currently a very high level concept. Excavation logistics and slot wall stability have not
been considered along with material placement, capping and freezing. The estimated total cost at an Indicative 2
level is $13,129,000.
Scenario6

chamber 15
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Figure 8: Scenario 6: Material stored in Chamber 15 and Slot in B2 Pit, without Soil Washing
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The following matrix presents combinations of the disposal locations identified in Table 1 and discussed above including: estimated cost, sources of risk and potential benefits. It should be noted that there is significant uncertainty in many of the costs
presented in this table as many of the disposal locations have not been advanced past a conceptual stage. Because of this uncertainty, all costs are presented as Indicative 2.
Table 3: Arsenic Waste Disposal Scenarios

Disposal Scenario
Scenario 1)
Disposal into existing chambers/stopes and drifts

Scenario 2)
Disposal into Chamber 15 and B1 Pit
Scenario 3)
Disposal into Chamber 15 and B1 Pit
Scenario 4)
Disposal into existing chambers/stopes and drifts and B1 Pit
Scenario 5)

Summary

Sources of Risk

Potential Benefits

Soil washing.
Chamber 15 for containerized waste.
Other waste and soil into Arsenic Stopes/Chambers and
Drifts

Storage Capacity – Arsenic Chambers/Stopes are
irregularly shaped and drifts are tight, may have low packing
efficiency.
Plan is reliant on being able to make paste or other flowable
material from the contaminated soil washing residue.
Cost estimate uncertainty for placing material in Stopes,
Chambers and Drifts.

Everything underground. Very limited expansion on freeze
infrastructure.
Synergy – arsenic stopes may require backfill for stability.

Soil washing.
Chamber 15 for containerized waste.
B1 Pit for irregular shaped material and remaining soil.

Storage Capacity – Required volume in B1 pit directly
related to storage performance of Chamber 15.
Cost estimate uncertainty for placing material and freezing
in B1 Pit

Guaranteed to fit all waste. May be possible to fit large
percentage within current freeze envelopes for AR3 and
AR4.

No soil washing.
Chamber 15 for all containerized waste.
B1 Pit for remainder.

Cost estimate uncertainty for placing material and freezing
in B1 Pit

Eliminate material handling associated with soil washing.
Guaranteed to fit all waste

No soil washing.
Chamber 15 for all containerized waste,
Arsenic drifts and chambers for some waste.
B1 Pit for remainder.

High Cost.
Cost estimate uncertainty for placing material and freezing
in B1 Pit

Flexibility in storage locations.
Guaranteed to fit all waste.

All material into B1 Pit. No Soil Washing.

Highest cost. Least desirable location for waste

Logistically easiest. Could reduce cost by unloading
shipping containers first.

Chamber 15 for containerized waste.
Slot in B2 Pit for remaining waste and soil.

Least well developed concept.
New excavation.

Disposal into B1 Pit
Scenario 6)
Disposal into Chamber 15 and new excavation in B2 Pit
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Indicative 2 Cost Estimate by Scenario

Table 4 summarizes the Indicative 2 cost estimates for each scenario discussed in Table 3. The costs presented
are based on the following assumed unit rates which were derived from previous cost estimates and contractor
invoices:



$500/m for drilling paste delivery holes – based on recent project costs from diamond drilling at GMRP



$7.50/m3 to drill, blast and haul rock for B2 Slot – based on Golder’s cost modelling for projects in the NWT



$123/m3 to excavate, process and make paste backfill – based on Golder’s cost estimate for paste backfill of
the C509 contract



$100,000 per raise for solid waste delivery – based on (Golder, 2017)



$87.46/m3 to haul and dump arsenic waste – based on (Golder, 2017)



$211.94/m3 to freeze material in the B1 Pit – unit cost derived from (Newmans, 2017)



$57,000 per thermosiphon – unit cost derived from (Newmans, 2015)

Table 4: Indicative 2 Cost Estimates by Scenario

Scenario

Cost Estimate

Scenario 1)
$8,509,000
Disposal into existing chambers/stopes and drifts
Scenario 2)
$9,553,000
Disposal into Chamber 15 and B1 Pit
Scenario 3)
$21,238,000
Disposal into Chamber 15 and B1 Pit
Scenario 4)
$20,666,000
Disposal into existing chambers/stopes and drifts and B1 Pit
Scenario 5)
$20,362,000
Disposal into B1 Pit
Scenario 6)
$13,129,000
Disposal into Chamber 15 and new excavation in B2 Pit
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DISCUSSION

Although there is significant uncertainty in cost throughout the options presented, based on the order of
magnitude cost of $50/m3 for soil washing, it appears to result in a net reduction in storage costs. It is Golder’s
understanding that options which result in the maximum volume of contaminated material stored underground are
preferable from a containment perspective. This fits well with the desire to have a final closure option where if new
waste treatment methods which render the waste inert become available, the extents of the waste storage areas
are well defined and treating or removing the waste may be easier. Fortunately, the scenarios in discussed show
that storing all waste underground may be possible and may also be the least expensive option. The reduction in
freezing cost by storing additional material within the pre-planned freeze curtains for the arsenic chambers and
stopes is a controlling factor on this reduced cost.

5.1

Future work

This memorandum has identified gaps in understanding and varying levels of design detail in all six concepts.
In order to accurately compare the options, several of the concepts and disposal locations will require further
study.
Soil washing has been highlighted to be potentially highly beneficial. A benchmarking study should be conducted
to confirm the efficacy and cost. This study could also confirm if contaminated wash water can be used in paste
production for backfill and that the contaminated fines can be used in paste backfill production.
The arsenic stopes and chambers present a potentially significant storage volume for both building demolition
waste and contaminated soil in the form of a flowable paste. A study should be conducted to review the viability of
the stopes and chambers for demolition waste storage, likely via drop raises. Current volume estimates have
required interpretation due to occlusion from the scan viewpoint, and have only been done for the voids on top of
the dust. The volume estimates could be refined by additional drilling and surveying of the lower, mid and upper
arsenic drifts.
The B1 Pit presents a significant potential storage volume but the cost of placing material in the pit is currently
unknown. In addition, once the AR3 and AR4 freeze curtains have been finalized, a storage volume should be
developed for the area of the B1 Pit which intersects these curtains.
If the slot in B2 Pit option is pursued further, previously collected rock mass quality data should be used in a
stability assessment. The option will also require a study of material placement and freezing logistics.
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CLOSURE

We trust that this memorandum addresses your needs for a summary of arsenic waste disposal scenarios at the
Giant Mine Remediation Project. Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned if you have any questions or
comments.

Golder Associates Ltd.

ORIGINAL SIGNED
Ryan Preston, M.Sc.

Mine Stability West Group

ORIGINAL SIGNED
Ashley Pakula, 8.A.Sc., P.Eng.
Geotechnical Engineer

RP/AL P/bd/rs/no

Attachment:

Figure 1: Site Layout Showing Arsenic Areas
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REFERENCES

1. ALL UNITS ARE IN METERS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
COORDINATE SYSTEM IS THE GMRP COORDINATE SYSTEM.
2. THE UNDERGROUND MINE GEOMETRY INFORMATION
SHOWN CONTAINS ERRORS AND OMISSIONS WHICH NEED
TO BE CONSIDERED WHEN USING IT FOR DESIGN
PURPOSES.
3. NOT ALL WORKINGS AND STOPES SHOWN.
4. THE GMRP GRID SYSTEM IS THE CONTROL SYSTEM
CURRENTLY IN USE FOR THE REMEDIATION PROJECT.

1. MINE LAYOUT, LEASE BOUNDARY AND 2015 AERIAL PHOTO
IMAGE PROVIDED BY "PSPC".
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